Caproyl-Modified G2 PAMAM Dendrimer (G2-AC) Nanocomplexes Increases the Pulmonary Absorption of Insulin.
We aimed to investigate the absorption-enhancing effect (AEE) of caproyl-modified G2 PAMAM dendrimer (G2-AC) on peptide and protein drugs via the pulmonary route. In this study, G2 PAMAM dendrimer conjugates modified with caproic acid was synthesized, the pulmonary absorption of insulin as models with or without G2-AC were evaluated. The results indicated that G2-AC6 exhibited a greatest AEE for insulin in various caproylation levels of G2-AC. G2-AC6 could significantly enhance the absorption of insulin, and the AEE of G2-AC6 was concentration-dependent. In toxicity tests, G2-AC6 displayed no measurable cytotoxicity to the pulmonary membranes over a concentration range from 0.1% (w/v) to 1.0% (w/v). Measurements of the TEER and permeability showed that G2-AC6 significantly reduced the TEER value of CF and increased its Papp value. The results suggested that G2-AC6 could cross epithelial cells by means of a combination of paracellular and transcellular pathways. These findings suggested G2-AC6 at lower concentrations (below 1.0%, w/v) might be promising absorption enhancers for increasing the pulmonary absorption of peptide and protein drugs.